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INSTITUTION / SCHOOL:                         TO BE ANNOUNCE

GRADE/FORM:                                             NINE   ( 9  )                   

TERM:                                                             ONE

UNIT:                                                               TWO

TOPIC/ NEED:                                               GRAPHIC DESIGN

THEME:                                                          CELEBRATION

SUB-TOPIC:                                                   SIGNS

DATE:                                                              OCTOBER 07- OCTOBER 011

UNIT- TITLE:                                                 COMMUNICATING THROUGH GRAPHICS

SUBJECT:                                                        VISUAL ARTS

DURATION:                                                     1 HOUR 40 MINUTES/ 2 SESSIONS

VISUAL ARTS ATTAINMENT TARGET:

The Visual Arts attainment targets are;

 Design

 Art Creation

 Aesthetics

 Art Criticism

 Art History

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

The general objectives are;

 The understanding through definitions and identifications of the elements and principles 

of arts.

 Expressing feelings through moods by looking at works of art and use the elements and 

principles of art.

 Create works of art expressed through the elements of art and analyze and evaluate a 

product design using established criteria.

 Develop ideas logically and creatively through use of elements and outlining the stages of

the design process. 
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 Compare ideas and Judge  and evaluate and outline the stages of the design process.

 Explore and employ visual communication skills in works of art in selecting and 

redesigning popular products to appeal to popular culture.

 Display art works through mounting works influenced by conducting a researching the 

evolution of a product that is currently being used.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

The specific objectives are;

 Students should be knowledgable of producing logos and product definitions. 

 Students should be able to comprehend and evaluate the different types of logos and 

product.

 Students should be able to value and identify the different logos and product locally and 

internationally in their environment.

 Students should be able to organize and demonstrate  their selected logos and product in  

works of art.

  Students can now be able to imitate and manipulate tools and materials independently to 

create and develop logos and product in works of arts.

 The students may now be able to judge and  attempt experience  to apply critique to logos

and product in  works of arts using different materials, tools and methods.

CONTENT:

Student should comprehend;

Text and videos/ content book.

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE:

Previous  knowledge  explains  that;  Students  should  have  the  prerequisite  knowledge  of  the

elements and principles of art and design and know how to manipulate materials and caring for

other works of art through appreciation and considering communicating through graphics; where

students have define graphic designs  in there environment and showed interest in sign works of

arts.
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THE ATTAINMENT TARGETS:

The attainment targets are;

 Develop designs for functional or non- functional use.

 Use a range of media; tools and techniques to bring together the skills of observation; 

interpretation and representation with the skills of rendering and art creation to produce 

works of art.

 Discuss, appreciate and answer questions about the nature and aesthetics value of art

 Synthesize, authenticate and convey meaning in inquiring about artists and their history 

and culture.

 Participate in an informed discourse about art so as to increase their understanding and 

appreciation of art criticism.

KEY SKILLS:

The key skills states that students should be able to;

 Be able to say what are signs

 Be able to speak about the  aesthetic  process of using signs inspiration in  works of 

graphic design and visual communication.

 Be able to use their vocabulary words in describing a sign 

 Be able to discuss the limitations encountered when solving signs ideas in  works of arts 

of visual technology.

 Be able to tell/ state the difference between local and international artistic signs  and the 

impact it has on their interest.

 Be able to use their interests has inspiration to design a artistic sign showing their theme 

with information from a museum

  Be able to apply their knowledge by visiting a museum an creating artistic signs of art 

with informative  theme  for a art room  in society and on social media and when given 

assigned task.

VISUAL ARTS STANDARDS:

ICT:

Information:
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Use technology to communicate ideas, use digital tools design, use appropriate digital tools and 

resources.

Communication   and  :  

Through oral speeches; Upper case hand writing; YouTube videos; video downloader app.

Technology:

White board. iPad 2 display screen, speakers; schools- (computers and projectors. ).use 

technology to communicate ideas and information and work collaboratively to support individual

needs and contributes to the learning of others, use digital tools to design and develop creative 

products to demonstrate their learning and understanding of basic technology operations.

STREAM:

Science Standards:

Investigate and test hypothesis and be able to analyze data.

Technology Standards:

Develop an understanding of and be able select and use information and communication 

technology

Reading and Writing Standards:

Engage in visual arts and design displays, content and skills through reading and writing for 

understanding and critical thinking and oral speech function of visual arts.

Engineering Standards:

Create works of art using the design process.

Arts Standards:

Works of arts collectively through production and exploration of artistic expression in various 

collection in their environment.

Mathematics Standards:

Use the correct units, tools and attributes to estimate, compare and carry out the processes of 

measurement to given degree of accuracy.

CAREER LINKS:

 The career possibilities are;

 Illustrator

 Photographer
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 Videographer

PRIOR LEARNING:

The student’s should be conscious of next class;

 Making informed statements about graphic tools 

 Explaining what it means to use different graphic tools

 Demonstrating grasp of interpreting graphic tools

RESOURCES:

The resources are;

Designers gouache, watercolor paints, poster color paints, paintbrushes, palettes ink ( Indian/ 

fabric)

VOCABULARY WORDS:

The vocabulary words used for grade nine  ( 9 )  are;

Digital, graphic design, cables, photography, electric devices, symbols, packaging, products

EXTENDED LEARNING:

The extended learning includes;

Create gift packages for specific occasion, start a small business that require the use of packaging

POINT TO NOTE:

The points includes are;

Provision must be made to facilitate field trips.

LINKS TO OTHER SUBJECTS:

These links includes;

Technical drawing in industrial arts, computer graphics in computer technology measuring in 

mathematics.

PHASES /METHODOLOGY/ STEPS/ PROCEDURES:

5Es+ A TEACHER STUDENT CONTENT

ENGAGEMENT

The teacher will 
begin the session by 
introducing different 
videos signs and their 

The students will 
listen to the teachers 
introductory activity 
then participate in a 

Teacher, YouTube 
video and previous 
knowledge. Sample 
work. Text book.
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5  ( MINUTES) works  and other art 
works done by the 
teacher and on the 
Internet  influenced 
by other artists. Then 
introduce the sub- 
topic lesson. 

discussion after the k-
w-l. Mapping chart is
mapped on to the 
board where students 
will demonstrate 
previous knowledge. 
And chalk and tell. 

EXPLORATION

30 ( MINUTES)

The teacher will show
different illustrations 
of many signs
works; and ask the 
student’s to tell what 
they see is done by 
the teacher. Then  
will speak about an 
artist.

The students will 
raise there hands for 
the teacher to 
acknowledge and 
authorized them to 
speak about the 
artistic theme works 
in sources of 
knowledge and 
information with 
other signs  works 
that they observed. 
Example;  

…sample 
international works 
and local works. Text
book.online museum 
visit video. 

EXPLANATION

15  (MINUTES)

The teacher will then 
provide the students 
with further notes on 
the sub- topic; signs; 
and of other artist   
works  to engage 
students in critiquing. 
And telling stories 
about art works with 
designs

The students will 
discuss then read and 
write the notes in the 
art works shown and 
relate the work  with 
the  with pastiche 
done by the teacher  
and other works 
observed in there 
environment. Use the
story on elements of 
arts has a way to talk 
about a inventors 
work. 

Internet, classroom, 
textbooks, pastiche
Lettering- Upper 
case, books

ELABORATION

25(MINUTES)

The teacher will now 
guide the students in a
class work  describing
other  signs  works 
with  an other 
information relating 
to the unit title. 
Where student should
create an art work 
showing experiment 

Students will critique 
their art works with 
the ones shown by 
the teacher for 
inspiration and create
aesthetically pleasing
art works. By 
developing research  
of art work in their 
environment.

YouTube video. 
Written information 
and samples
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of ideas from other 
artist works.

EVALUATION

25 ( MINUTES)

Execute 
teaching 
strategies

 How effective was 
the presentation?

5 What was the 
most effective 
part of the 
presentation?

6 What do you 
remember 
most about the
presentation?

7 What was 
least effective 
part of the 
presentation?

8 What 
suggestion 
would you 
make for 
improvement?

Reflection.

Students 
comprehend;

1. How was 
today's 
lesson ?

2. What can 
you do to 
improve 
today's 
lesson ?

Suggestions:
Quiz
Who is a game 
designer.
What is a ?
What are?
Name one ?

Questions and 
answers.

Work sheet

List of Questions 
asked

3. What 
Are ?

4. Who is ?
5. How do 

you 
develop 
a ?

Text books, reflective
practitioners, 
interviews, 
observation. 
Cognitive domain, 
psychomotor domain,
affective domain.

ENGINEERING

ON-GOING

(Use five minutes to 

1. Rubric
2. Summative 

assessment
3. Performance 

base 
assessment

1. Reflections.
2. Portfolios of 

works.
3. Scrape book, 

sketch book 
and note 

.Assessment

. Types of 
assessments
. Methods of 
assessments
. Methods of 
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explain )- Optional 4. Observational-
based 
assessment

5. Task based 
assessment

6. Recording and
reporting.

Provide timely
feedback, 
grades and test
scores.

books of 
works done 
periodically

Create a product

- Home Work  

      Create a artistic  
work showing a sign 
observed in class or 
of your own internet 
or of  an online artist 
work. 

collecting 
assessments
 
Summative 
assessment 
Samples.

Museums, 
motivational pieces.

CLASSROOM SAFETY:

Students appreciation for;

 Demonstrate courtesy in regards to the ideas expressed by classmates and will show 

appreciation for the efforts of others.

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

Students will be able.

 To think about creating a work done using a sample of a sign .

 To discuss the different types of features in a sign in  works of art  and the elements of arts 

observed in the artist works.

 To use an appropriate approach to creating signs of works in  history.

 To  apply the elements – shapes colour and texture signs to produce aesthetically pleasing 

traditional  local and international works.

 To develop detailed research  and plans to describe ideas for signs  and their work  using  

research and observation.  
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  To critique art works reflecting the history of signs of  works of arts with research  and the 

elements of art in our history and culture.

ASSESSMENT:

 (Class Work)-  Using no less than  a  size of 5*8 inches or strip; cartridge or printing paper;

create/sketch  an artistic signs of  art shown online are in  your own environment, visit online.

ASSESSMENT RUBRIC

Criteria Possible scores Your Scores
 I.Evidence of design 

created relating to 

personal theme and 

topic.

3 Marks

 II.Manipulation of the

material used in 

creating a design for a

specific theme.

3    Marks

 III.The evidence of 

the elements lines, 

shape, texture and 

colour. Signs

6Marks

 IV.Definition of the 

term artistic theme or 

theme  clearly stated 

6    Marks
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in their note books.
 V.Detailed log of the 

works created.

3 Marks

 VI. Execute 

Procedures of the 

School and Art 

Classes.

4 Marks

Total 25 Marks

RATING SCALE

RATING
CODE

DESCRIPTION OF COMPETENCE MARKS (%) GRADE

6 OUTSTANDING- (EXCELLENT)😄 80-100 A

5 MERITORIOUS- (VERY GOOD)😊 60-79 B

4 SATISFACTORY-(GOOD)😌 50-59 C

3 ADEQUATE-(TRY HARDER)🤔 40-49 D

2 PARTIAL-(POOR)☹ 30-39 E

1 INADEQUATE-(FAIL)😡 0-29 F

EVALUATION ( 2 ):
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HEAD OF DEPARTMENT REVIEW
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Reflection

>Mr. Rayon Edwards Daily Planner ( Hand written then typed).
INSTITUTION:                                                  .TO BE ANNOUNCED
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GRADE:                                                 .SEVEN[9]

TERM:                                                    .ONE

UNIT:                                                      .TWO [2.1]

TOPIC:                                                   .GRAPHIC DESIGN

THEME:                                                 .BEAUTY

SUB- TOPIC:                                          .SIGNS

DATE:                                                     .OCTOBER 3-8

UNIT- TITLE:                            .COMMUNICATING THROUGH GRAPHICS

SUBJECT:                                              VISUAL ARTS

DURATION:                                           1 HOUR 40 MINUTES

[ Engagement I; Overview ]. Thought For The Week “ Let no man pull you low…”

INTRODUCTION & GREETINGS:

Good Day Students / Good Day. Today We Will Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, 

Evaluate And If Necessary Use Engineering To Grasp Communicating Through Graphics By; 

Artiste Creating Their Sales Signs  Pieces. Have Fun!!!👦🏽

“E’s” DESIGN: TIME: DURATION:
SKEWED
RESULTS:

COMPLETE/

INCOMPLETE

Engagement 5 Minutes Go For 13 Min Positive Complete

Exploration 30 Min Go For 25 Min Negative Incomplete

Explanation 15 Min Go For 3 Min Negative Incomplete

Elaboration 25 Min Go For 27 Min Positive Complete

Evaluation 25 Min Go For 7 Min Positive Complete

Enrichment/ Engineering 5 Minutes Go For 1 Min Negative Incomplete
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[ Engagement II,- Run over the overview, Preview and predict, K- W- L, Picture walk, 

Text walk, Sematic mapping, Anticipation guides, Role playing, Structure previews- use CXC 

forms with this process for upper school,Concrete material, Lesson agenda2  ] 

TODAY’S AGENDA- Collaborative discussion

       $    PACKAGE DESIGN

• Recap

• Observer  A Video]- Evaluated By; Questions And Discussion

• What are signs

• Types of signs- Lettering, bar-code, warnings, label

• What is package layout

• Tools and materials in Sign Creation

• Class Work ]- Evaluated By; A QUIZ

• Home Work ]-Games and Competition “ Go Fish The Sales Sign”

• Announcements

• Preview-Logos And Products II- Graphic Design- Communicating Through Graphics

• FAQ’s

Structured preview- A sneak peak is below;
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Structured preview- A sneak peak is below;
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MATHEMATICS:
 Measuring/ ruling up
 Pattern planning
 top-bass -middle
 Geometric shapes

  I.C.T.   CAREER LINK.               RECAP.                        S.T.R.E.A.M. MAPPING CHART.                        K.W.L

ARTS & 
APPLICATION:
 Sample theme bracelet design 

( teacher )
 Sample work  from artist( career 

link)
 Sample from students
 product case sample

SCIENCE:
 Textures, lines, shapes, mass, 

volume,
 Features of the sign samples
 package-layouts
 Materials and tools used( basic) 

how used
 Artist- theories ( Scott 

Froschauer’s/ David Crow

TASTEE PATTIES  SIGN

FOR  SALE OF A PRODUCT

ART CREATION BASED ON SUB- TOPIC FOR
FUNCTIONAL USE- (SIGNS)

TECHNOLOGY:
 Drawing- themes, outlines, ideas
 Coloring- dry media
 Constructing- scissors, 

glue,cardboard construction
 Designing- layout square
 Craftsmanship- a sign in two 

dimensional or three- dimentional

“E’s ” DESIGNS:
 Engage- Sign art designer
 Explore-Signs
 Explain- sale signs
 Elaborate- Create  artistic theme 

bracelet sample for costume
 Evaluate-critique
 Enrichment- own attempt 

READING AND 
WRITING:
 sign production
 types of sign
 Tools and materials / text book
 Content and package layout 
 Artist statement
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 [ Engagment III, Exploration I - Questioning and Answering, Video and Observing art work- 

critique, What’s App, filling out forms, group work, quiz ]

 (R. Edwards, 2014 )
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OBSERVING/ WATCHING VIDEOS:
VIDEO INCLUDES A CAREER- ARTIST, SIGN PRODUCTION, SALE SIGNS . LINK TO OTHER 
SUBJECTS; SALES SIGNS and artistic SIGN video with artist and their product

LIST    OF   QUESTIONS   ASKED: ( L.O. Q. A );

1) LOOK, CAN YOU LOOK ON  sales signs works of arts in different cultures
2) CAN YOU SEE THE artistic sales signs functional art work
3) OBSERVE THE sales sign functional art work and THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU OBSERVE
4) DESCRIBE THE  sales sign functional art work AND STATE WHAT YOU LIKE ABOUT THE artistic 

sales sign functional art work
5) IF YOU WERE TO MAKE A  sales sign functional art work USING MATERIALS-(teacher show actual 

materials); WHAT WOULD YOU DO FIRST
6) LIMITATION-   THE INTERNET CAN STOP, IT CAN RAIN OUTSIDE, PERSONAL RESOURCES 

GET DAMAGED, WHAT WOULD YOU DO TO PREVENT THIS
7) WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE BETTER IN CREATING THESE sales sign  functional art work 

for a tuck shop 
8) VISIT A GIFT SHOP/ VISUAL ARTS STUDIO AND ONLINE TO SEE MORE SAMPLES OF sales 

sign  functional art work
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[ Explanation I. Decoding and encoding, E-Books for reading and writing, audio 

books and flip books, note taking, text books, magazines, all print media, emails the global 

classroom-rayon edwards, edwards training center websites,]. 

THEORY / CONTENT BOOK/ TEXT ( White board hand writing or I.C.T 

delivery with power point or any other software- photoshop.)

WHAT ARE SIGNS

Signs can be anywhere but in visual arts; a sign is a visual component created with a 

symbol, image or text technique to form a visual representation of an idea to relate a message

TYPES OF SIGNS

There are many types of signs; these includes but not limited to; lettering signs which 

refers to the creation of hand drawn letters to apply to a packaging surface which can be digitally

implied or actually applied, a bar code in design can be an electronic or (digital) image, which is 

normally an encapsulated postscript file,(eps) of a bar code image, for use in graphic design. For 

bar code to be read, a high-resolution digital bar code image is needed to compensate growth, bar

code must have a bar width adjustment (BWA) and an encapsulated postscript (eps). A warning 

sign can be a message communicated through typography or lettering to indicate area of danger 
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or essential parts to consider. ( use packages that as labels and showing a sign to promote a sales 

item.)

 WHAT IS PACKAGE LAYOUT

A package layout is a defined outline design which encapsulated a specific measured 

space that is positive and form the structure of a package when constructed. Therefor; the 

package area is laid out and arranged in a specific way which will trim lines and neatly drawn 

cuts

TOOLS AND  MATERIALS 

Tools and materials includes, pen and paper, computer, styles and graphics tables, 

smartphones, cameras, colour space reference, monitor calibrator, storage, graphic design, 

applications, online graphic design services, graphics repositories, cloud storage, portfolio, 

training, resources kits, your own work space and creative nook.
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[ Engagement II, Exploration II- art critique, elements and principles, assignment 

rubrics, worksheets,website pages, YouTube,  ].

PRACTICAL  ( FINAL STAGE )

TEACHER CAREER LINK STUDENT

Note: sometimes students make the choice to do something they choose, Instead of the career sample 
or the  teachers  sample. A rubric is used because signs is being assessed.

  ( R. Edwards, 2014 )

[ Elaboration I.& (Evaluation One.) YouTube videos, Google classroom, Google meet 

face- to- face, Google forms, surveys, other live broadcasting channels, studio work, practical 

hands on, ] 

STUDIO WORK, SAFETY:     

Students should take care of the art environment by keeping it clean and taking care of other 
peoples works of art. wash your hand after using materials. -[ Avoid construction paper ( may 
contain toxic dyes and be treated with fungicides) Use- choose non-toxic materials; avoid 
wetting the paper or chewing on it.]
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[ Evaluation One. YouTube videos, Google classroom, Google meet face- to- face, 

Google forms, surveys, other live broadcasting channels, quiz, worksheets, test, exams, practical,

theory, journaling ] 

CLASS WORK:
cut and measure a 5*8 cartridge paper; create a layout for package design using measurement 
and the technique of signs to include; bar code, lettering and warnings. ( sales sign for a tuck 
shop)

CLASS WORK EVALUATION- QUIZ V BOYS GIRLS G-POINTS

1. What words would you use do describe the 
sales sign watched in the video or in class.

3 2 1 3

2. What things do you recognize in this art 
work

2 1 1 2

3. What would you call this art if you were the 
artist? Why 

2 1 2 3

4. Which part of the art work stands out the 
most

1 1 1 2

5. Does it reminds you about other works 
observed in Jamaica

4 4 2 6

6. What was the video or art work about 2 2 1 3

7. What did you learn about or from the image 
or video

2 1 1 2

8. What techniques are used to attract the 
attention of the viewer.

4 3 4 7

HOME WORK:

Create a package design with signs such as; bar code; lettering and warning. Package should be 
for a product of your choice.

 ( R. Edwards, 2014 )
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[ Engineering/Enrichment- group work, peer discussion, individual work,]

Readings; Use your text books- page 188. Art Craft Design. Clodagh Holahan. Maureen 

Roche; and other resource for your learning about Sales signage . Use your sales sign 

design and layout  to make a custom sales signs for a tuck shop in your school; How? Each 

group will compete in a game called “ Try Go Fish Sales Sign”. When the two missing 

elements for completing  the sales sign is placed on cards hidden in the art box . The groups

which finds and role play the sign artist; by adding the “bar code” and “warning”  signs to 

area of  the custom signs,  will be given points towards their group and a (5 percent mark 

up) on their homework grade.  

NOTE: Students finding a creative way in adding the missing components to the custom 

made sign has if they were the sign artist they saw in the video; will help with a smooth 

transition from the Elaboration to the Enrichment stage of the “6 Es” model acting has a 

re-organizer. Any student in the group can “Go Fish” the missing elements from the art box

but only a boy will be allowed to role play the sales sign artist maker, by finishing the sign 

on the tuck shop wall in their school environment. “Surprise Box” -coming soon
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                                      GRADE POINT STANDING EVALUATION TABLE 2019

GRA
DE

POIN
TS

WEEK Games  & 
Competitio
n

Students
Interest

Hum
or

Novel 
Tasks

Entertainment 6 “Es”
MODEL

9D 3 +3 1 YES NO NO NO NO E #6

9E 3+5 1 YES NO NO NO NO

9N 3+6 1 YES NO NO NO NO E #6,1

9H 3+6 2 YES NO NO NO NO E #6

9M 3+6 3 YES NO NO NO NO E #6,1,4

9A 3+7 1 YES NO NO NO NO E #6,1

9T 3+6 1 YES NO NO NO NO E #6

Note: Any supportive methodology can be used in any of the 6 ‘Es’ model, it means that, the supportive 
methodology is for the ‘E’ you wish to support. Example; a game was written to support the Enrichment 
in the 6 ‘Es’ Model frame work which can help students with having more fun with what they have 
learnt in the classroom.  A sample Fun Matrix can now be drafted from the grade point standing 
evaluation table above based and the lesson plan.

The hand-on activity in the elaboration stage of the 6 ‘Es” model framework will assist student with 
process of staring the sales sign on their own, experimenting with tools and materials such as paper, 
makers, pencils, rulers and so on. Students will continue  to visualize their own imagery from their 
imagination based on the images and videos shown in class at the engagement and exploration stage of 
the 6 “Es” model framework. From the open eded questions asked; Students will match the word sign, 
that they learn during or  mainly in  the explanation stage to complete making their own sales sign in the
elaboration stage and continuing it for homework.
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SAMPLE FUN MATRIX TABLE

ENGAGE
MENT

EXPLORATI
ON

EXPLANATI
ON

ELABORAT
ION

EVALUATI
ON

ENGINEERING

GAMES & COMPETITION Students take 
part in a game 
called “Go 
Fishing Sales 
Sign” to 
compete in a 
competition to 
see who  can 
find more 
missing pieces 
to make a 
custom sales 
sign product. A 
quiz will add 
point to their 
classwork in the
evaluation.

APPEALING TO STUDENTS’
INTEREST 

Students watch  
videos about the 
brain.(Not used)

HUMOR The 
students 
will find 
humor in 
the jokes 
shared by
their 
classmate
s(NOT 
USED)

USING NOVEL TASKS The spit 
take is 
novel and
interestin
g. (NOT 
USED)

The stories 
are novel 
and 
interesting. 
They develop
presentation.
(Not Used)

ENTERTAINMENT
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